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Arizona Deduction Codes 
 

DEDUCTIONS FOR SELLERS: (Purchasers are not allowed to claim TPT deductions)  Deduction Code 

AIRCRAFT, navigational and communication instruments sold to commercial airlines or foreign governments 508 

BAD DEBT deduction  558 

CHEMICALS: SALES of chemicals used in certain businesses. See ARS § 42-5061(A)(39)  510 

FOOD for home consumption sold by qualified retailer  506 

FOOD purchased with food stamps from a qualified retailer  513 

FOOD items sold to a prison, jail, or other institution under control of DOC, DPS, or Sheriff’s office  514 

FOOD sales to a school district or charter school by a RESTAURANT  562 

FUEL: A retailer’s SALES of vehicle fuel and aviation fuel See ARS § 42-5061(A)(22) 515 

FUEL: SALES of alternative fuels used to propel a motor vehicle  509 

INTERNET ACCESS: SALES of Internet access by a telecommunications business  517 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE: Sales made in interstate commerce 504 

JOB PRINTING: Actual postage and freight expenses separately stated on invoices 561 

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY: Sales of feed, salts, vitamins, and other additives to business  520 

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY: Sales of growth promotant implants/injectable medicines to business 516 

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS used to fuel compressor equipment  563 

LOTTERY TICKETS: A retailer’s SALES of lottery tickets 521 

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT (M&E) — SALES of: 

M&E used directly in manufacturing, processing, fabricating, printing, refining, or metallurgical operations  522 

M&E used directly in mining operations  523 

M&E or transmission lines used directly in producing or transmitting electrical power  524 

M&E, technology, or related supplies sold to qualified persons (See ARS § 42-5061 exemptions.) 525 

M&E used in research and development  553 

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, including eyeglasses, hearing aides, DME, prosthetic appliances  526 

MEMBERSHIPS (Class 12 only): Health, fitness, or private recreational establishments; Monthly or longer 527 

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION COMPANY exemptions (deductions)  559 

MOTOR VEHICLE (MV):   

MV and parts sold to a motor carrier subject to the Title 28 motor carrier fee who leases the vehicle 528 

MV sold at auction to a nonresident if seller delivers or ships out of state 529 

MV sold to a qualified Native American 530 

MV sold to a qualifying nonresident (See ARS § 42-5061 exemptions.)  531 

MV: Manufacturer’s cash rebate assigned by purchaser to dealer  501 

MV LEASE: First month’s lease payment transferred to third party leasing company  556 

OTHER CITY deductions (use when specific deduction is not listed below) 888 

PIPES OR VALVES, 4” diameter or larger to transport oil, natural/artificial gas, water, coal slurry 535 

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS or prescribed medical oxygen including equipment 536 

PRIME CONTRACTING (PC): 

PC: 35% reduction (= Gross Receipts – Statutory Deductions × 35%)  502 

PC: Land deduction (fair market value) 518 

PC: Subcontracting income 550 

PC: Income derived from direct costs of providing architectural / engineering services 557 

PC: Development or impact fees paid to state or local government  560 

RESALE: Sales for resale 503 

SEEDS and other propagative material sold to COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURE businesses  537 

SERVICES provided in connection with retail sales  549 

SOLAR ENERGY DEVICES sold by a registered solar retailer or prime contractor  538 

TEXTBOOKS that are required by a state university or community college  505 

TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY (TPP): 

TAX collected or factored 551 

TPP shipped or delivered directly to a destination outside the U.S. for use in that foreign country  540 

TPP sold to a nonresident and shipped or delivered out-of-state by the seller for use outside of Arizona  541 

TPP sold to a taxable PRIME CONTRACTOR or sub to be physically incorporated into a project or structure 552 

TPP sold or rented to an IRS 501(C)(3) ORGANIZATION that feeds the needy and indigent for free  544 

TPP sold or rented to a QUALIFYING HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION to be used for specified purposes 545 

TPP sold or rented to a QUALIFYING HOSPITAL 546 

U.S. GOVT: Retail sales to manufacturer, modifier, assembler or repairer if end product sold to U.S. GOVT  543 

U.S. GOVT: Retail sales to U.S. GOVT by a manufacturer, modifier, assembler or repairer (100% deduction)  547 

U.S. GOVT: Other RETAIL sales directly to U.S. GOVT (TPT: 50% deduction; USE TAX: 100% deduction)  548 

WARRANTIES or service contracts  542 

 


